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Digital humanities & Natural Language 
processing

Digital humanities→ no commonly accepted definition (McGillivray, 2020

→ no standard description of the relation with Natural Language Processing (NLP)

⇒ an area that combines computing, digital resources and the traditional disciplines of humanities (Helsinki
University, n.d.)

Suitable topics:

● Text analysis and processing related to humanities using computational methods
● Thorough error analysis of an NLP system using (digital) humanities methods
● Dataset creation and curation for NLP (e.g. digitization, digitalization, datafication, and data preservation).
● Research on cultural heritage collections such as national archives and libraries using NLP
● NLP for error detection, correction, normalization and denoising data
● Generation and analysis of literary works such as poetry and novels
● Analysis and detection of text genres (The 2nd International Workshop on Natural Language Processing for

Digital Humanities – NLP4DH, 2022).

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/hi-nlp/humanities/


Like-farming research on Facebook & NLP

Emotional like-farming research on Facebook requires: 

-creation and curation of a multimodal dataset

-extensive annotation (manual or not)

-error detection and denoising parced annotation entries

-use of appropriate python methods for a sociolinguistic text analysis & data visualisation 

-error analysis on Greek NLP models to revise practices

-error detection to interpret design practises

-NLU methods for sentiment analysis

⇒ identify, interpret emotional exploitation like-farming characteristics

as  fake news genre characteristics



What is like-farming?
No relevant research

Like-farming⇒ a little known fake news practice (Daniilidis, 2013)

⇒ part of engagement farming practices (Facebook, 2012)

Different from response farming→ click baits

Like-farming posts→ stand alone Some
Like-farming variations

→ spam, scam. fraud -
Emotional exploitation

→ satisfy attention seeking designer -Genius Puzzles

-Facebook competition or giveaways

-Charitable donations …

-Religious/political affinity

-Superstition   (Charles, 2016)



Focus on emotional exploitation like-
farming

Emotional exploitation like-farming news: 
fact checking organizations (Hellinika 
Hoaxes)

⇒ Posts mainly about vulnerable social 
groups (disabled people, sick children, 
elderly etc.)

Aim 

→ not at provoking social concern and 
action 

→ turning them to objects of exploitation



Emotional like farming layout structure
Multimodal structure:

-Group or Page logo & name 

-Time stamp

-Friend tag

-Post text with emojis/emoticons or not 

-Central-dominant image

-Superimposed text on image

-Social cues-metrics (like, share, comment 
number)

-Reposting comment by intermediary

-Comments ⇒ primary metadata in data set



Data set formation complexity

Data set structure is not limited in these metadata entries.

The fake news design layer adds complexity in data set structure.

-existing data sets→ primary, secondary and tertiary label tags with mixed criteria

→ mostly monomodal research approach  

⇒ little relevance to our multimodal  research subject

-data set under construction→ all instances in data set are  fact checked by researcher 

or debunked by fact checking organizations







Data set structure

Data set under construction

→ all instances in data set are  fact checked by researcher 

or debunked by fact checking organizations

Data set formation stages: 

Identification: 479 fact checked like-farming fake news (2017-2022) from 49 different identified like-farming post 
resources

Screening: 436 identified emotional like-farming fake news posts in Greek or automatically translated for Greek 
Facebook users. 43 posts excluded due to fact checking ambiguity

Eligibility: Maximum 5 posts selected for each theme type from every resource (n=153). 3 posts excluded due to 
narrowing down the study protocol

Included: 150 posts 



Data set structure & annotation complexity

Data set structure is not limited in these metadata entries.

-emotional like-farming posts with:

→ stollen, manipulated content or repurposed fake-news content

→ content similarities across former ghost interconnected  like-farming pages

→ internet links possibly stripped from content after a while

⇒ complex production and consumption design that multiplies annotation criteria and data set curation 
standards (post date, like-farming page status, watermarks etc)



Annotation and processing complexity 
Like farming understanding

-intrasemiotic & intersemiotic analysis→  annotation indicators based on:

Systemic Functional Grammar

Visual Grammar

Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis

Computer Mediated Discourse Analysis

-Natural Language Processing→ 

-current python library/toolkit affordances (e.g. Pandas, NLTK, Textstat)

-previous NLP research on other similar type fake-news, mainly click baits

⇒ transdisciplinary & interdisciplinary approach in 

data analysis





Data frame analysis

Using Pandas methods to:

-display data frame columns,

types, shape,

format,

length and unique column name



Data frame analysis

-change index,

drop columns,

delete NaN values



Data frame analysis

-apply a groupby function

and perform a descriptive statistic on axis



Data frame analysis

-print indexed column text and
concatenate

-visualise sorted values using
matplotlib.pyplot



Data frame analysis

-decode,

-count unique,

–total count,

plot statistics of
emojis/emoticons



Data frame analysis
-join 
-split
-print text 
length 



NLP using NLTK

Cleaning text

-inspect nltk stopword list -
insert new list & set final
stopword list

-lowercase when needed

-extract http & punctuation
using RegEx, filter text
using for loops +plot



NLP using NLTK

-get frequency
distribution of
words or
emojis/emotico
ns in cleaned
text

-plot & interpret





NLP using NLTK 

-use Bigram Collocation Finder
to get bigram association
measurements + frequency
distribution+ dispersion plots

-use n-grams to inspect text
+focus on certain features

-use concordances for SFL+
CDA on targeted features



NLP using NLTK
-use dispersion plots for 
getting a group  
understanding of targeted 

features



NLP using Textstat

-sentence count

-readability scores

→ even wrong outcomes

give an understanding about

like-farming production design

& Facebook algorithm
circumventing practices



NLU using Vader & TextBlob

→ text cleaning for TextBlob,
Vader sentiment analysis
(NLU) → interpreting data from
libraries

* different training process

*accuracy scores …



Data appropriation 

Visualisations:

matplot.lib, py.plot + softcode libraries

- quick inspection of data patterns

-grouped data columns statistics

⇒ comparing and focusing analysis

⇒ spotting mistakes

⇒ using basic pandas methods for
cleaning annotation noise



Data appropriation

→emoji/emoticon translation
(EMOJI & DEMOJI libraries)

→in context emoji//emoticon

translation



Tensions between real +perceived representation affordances

→ decorative > clarifying word
clouds

→ no adequate emoji
representation in plots

→ BERTopic

modeling technique > n-grams



Discussion

NLP is a professional digital competence that should be more advanced in 
Higher Education

Challenges to be addressed: 

● error analysis practices→ reflect on non English NLP restrictions + linguistic
contribution in digital humanities

● research priorities +NLP goals: corpus criteria, data set formation practices
● demand for scaffolded NLP +NLU didactic strategies

� different data mining approaches, cleaning text methods

different python libraries use: informal, formal speech analysis



Discussion

Tensions to overcome:

● instrumental approach of NLP (a tool that can be handled with elementary skills)
● over relying on emerging digital literacy skills or in other coding languages experience
● strong classification boundaries + context frame (Bernstein, 1975: 88-89) impede

interdisciplinary pedagogy and didactics

Tensions to to be anticipated for scaffolding practices:

● different understandings on situated awareness may harm task performance and
deprive learner agency

● perceived and real NLP affordances (positive or negative) can be either way 
productive



Discussion

Needs to attend

● danger of imposing a computational/technocratic point of view on digital humanities studies and a
tool didactic approach on AI

→ need for bridging the divide: different communication approach +educational initiative in digital humanities

● digital humanities curriculum should be based on digital humanities needs analysis in research and 
teaching

→ need to form a  digital humanities Grammar: coding, syntax, pragmatics (ontologies, networks and mixed 
approaches)

→ need for an informed educational approach to connectivism and its relation to knowledge, learning and  truth 

→ need for curriculum alignment and professional development strategies that are research domain specific



THANK YOU!


